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Abstract— This paper presents an electro-hydraulic servo drive
train system to improve better control tasks for speed and
steering on Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV). The developed
electro-hydraulic servo drive train system enables independent
control of the speed at each wheel. The motivation for developing
this drive train is to overcome the problems from using
hydrostatic transmission that used in the previous project. The
electro-hydraulic servo drive train system is designed, modelled
and simulated and demonstrate a good result that meets our
requirements vehicle speed and torque.

of the hydraulic actuator, based on an electrical input signal.
The hydraulic actuator drives the load, transmitting the
desired displacement, velocity, and/or pressure to the load.
The dynamics of EHSS are highly nonlinear and make control
design for precise output tracking very challenging [2].
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I. INTRODUCTION
The University of Siegen in Germany working on the research
and development of an autonomous DORIS Robot (Dual
media Outdoor Robot Intelligent System) project as in figure
1. As it is still a work-in-progress, a problem has been
identified in the designing and implement of speed and
steering control system. The previous drive train system was
Hydrostatic transmission system. There is two basic methods
used for controlling speed of a hydraulic motor. First, a
variable-displacement pump controls flow to the hydraulic
motor. This configuration is commonly known as a
hydrostatic transmission this system designed and
implemented in the previous project [1]. Second, a
proportional or servo valve powered by a constant-pressure
source, such as a fixed displacement pump, drives the
hydraulic motor and this will be the research point. Electrohydraulic servo systems (EHSS) are essential components in a
wide range of modern machinery, due to their high power-toweight ratio, as well as their fast, accurate response, high
stiffness, fast response, self cooling, good positioning and
capabilities, etc. Some commonly encountered industrial
applications of EHSS include industrial robots, aerospace
flight-control actuators, automobile active suspensions, as
well as a variety of automated manufacturing systems. The
principal elements of EHSS are a pump, an accumulator, a
relief valve, a servo valve, and a hydraulic actuator. The
accumulator and the relief valve, respectively, add and remove
fluid in the pressure line to maintain the supply pressure of the
system. The servo valve controls the motion and the pressure

Fig. 1. DORIS robot
II. SYSTEM MODELLING
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the EHSS that is considered.
The pump feeds the system with oil stored in the tank. The
relief valve and the accumulator are intended to keep the
supply pressure constant. The electrical control input acts on
the electro-hydraulic proportional valve to move its spool. The
spool motion controls the oil flow from the pump through the
hydraulic motor which controls also the hydraulic pump speed
for each side. Depending on the desired control objectives, the
vehicle wheel is driven appropriately by the bidirectional
hydraulic motor. Mechanical directional valve used to make
short circuit to enable wheel free running during pushing the
vehicle manually. 6/2 directional control valve used switch
between the right side motor and the jetski motor which is
used during driving on the water and controlling the jetski
achieved through the dual acting cylinder of rudder which
controlled by 4/3 directional valve.
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Step One: Determine Rolling Resistance
Rolling Resistance is the force necessary to propel a vehicle
over a particular surface. The worst possible surface type to be
encountered by the vehicle should be factored into the
equation.
(2)
Where:
= rolling resistance [N]
M = vehicle weight [Kg]
= surface friction [3]
= gravity acceleration [m/sec2]
= 1000 × 0.012 (good Concret) ×9.81= 117.72 [N]
Step Two: Determine Grade Resistance
Grade Resistance
is the amount of force necessary to move
a vehicle up a slope or “grade”.
This calculation must be made using the maximum angle or
grade the vehicle will be expected to climb in normal
operation.
(3)
Where:
= grade force resistance [N]
M = vehicle weight [Kg]
θ = maximum incline angle [degrees]
= gravity acceleration [m/sec2]
= 1000×9.81 × sin (45°) = 6936.71 [N]
Figure 2 schematic of EHSS

III. DRIVE TRAIN DESIGN
To select drive wheel motors for our Unmanned Ground
Vehicles, a number of factors must be taken into account to
determine the maximum required torque.
The vehicle design criteria are
Vehicle weight (m) = 1000 Kg
Weight on each drive wheel = 500 Kg
Radius of wheel/tire (r) =30 cm
Desired top speed (V.max) = 30 km/h
Maximum incline angle (θ) = 45 degree
Worst working surface = concrete (good)
To choose motors capable of producing enough torque to
propel our vehicle, it is necessary to determine the total
tractive force (Ft) requirement for the vehicle[4]:

Where:
= Total tractive effort [N]
= Force necessary to overcome rolling resistance [N]
= Force required to climb a slope [N]
= Aerodynamic drag force [N]
The components of this equation will be determined in the
following steps.

Step Three: Determine aerodynamic drag force
A force that acts parallel and in the same direction as the
airflow on the front vehicle area.
(4)
Where:
= Aerodynamic drag force [N]
= Air density= 1.20 [kg·m−3]
= Velocity
= Aerodynamic drag coefficient = 0.82
A= Active area
=0.5×1.20×1.5×0.82×69.44= 51.24 [N]
Step four: Determine Total Tractive force
The Total Tractive force
is the sum of the forces calculated
in steps 1, 2, 3and 4.
Ft = 117.72 [N] + 6936.71 [N] + 51.24 [N] = 7105.67 [N]
Suppose that the weight divided between the two sides so
Ft1=
=3552.84 [N]
Step five: Determine Wheel Torque
To verify the vehicle will perform as designed regarding to the
tractive force and acceleration, it is necessary to calculate the
required wheel torque
based on the tractive force.
(5)
Where:
= wheel torque [N.m]
= total tractive force [N]
= radius of the wheel/tire [m]
=3552.84×0.3=1065.85 N.m
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Step six: Determine hydraulic motor Torque
The motor torque is the torque applied by the hydraulic motor
to drive the vehicle[5].

the linear velocity of the car will be 17.7 km/h which is
acceptable for this slope.
IV. DRIVE TRAIN SYSTEM COMPONENTS

(6)
Ratio between vehicle wheel and motor shaft
Due to the dimensions from the mechanical components in the
power train the gear ratio between the hydraulic motor and
wheels are 2. So we can calculate the torque of the motor by:
Tm =
= 532.92 Nm
To put the effect of the mechanical efficiency in the
calculation, the mean efficiency is supposed to be 85% so:
T motor =
so T motor = 626.97 Nm
(7)
= 27.888/2 =4.42 1/sec =265 rpm.
(8)
P = 626.97 nm × 4.42 s-1 × = 17403.62 w
The hydraulic motor is available on our old project ,this motor
is Danfoss OMR 160 [6].
Now all of the calculation will be done again to check how
fast the car in a 45 degree slope .

Now we can calculate the maximum slope that the car can go
up. So from the data sheet of the motor:
Tm = 380 Nm
and
Tw =380x2= 760 Nm
the force for one side is
Ft =
=2533.33 N
The total force is
Ft= 2533.33 × 2=5066.67[N]
With regard to our mean efficiency which is 85%
Ft=5066.67[N] ×0.85=4306.67[N]
= 1000 × 0.012×9.81= 117.72 [N]
= 1000×9.81×sin (x°) = 9810 sin (x°) [N]
Ft =9810 sin (x°)[N]+117.72[N]
4306.67[N] = 9810 sin (x°)[N]+117.72[N]
So
Sin(x°) = 0.4270 and the working slope will be:
x°= 25° .
Due to the characteristic diagram of the hydraulic motor we
can calculate the velocity for this slope:
From characteristic diagram of Danfoss OMR 160 Motor
The power is 12.5 kW and Working torque is 380 Nm

1) Hydraulic motor: from OMR160 [6] and according to
the calculated angular velocity and the torque the
Volume flow rate =60 l/min and pressure drop =60
bar as it shown in figure 3.Tow hydraulic Motors
used one for right side and one for left side.

Figure 3 OMR 160 Hydraulic motor

2) Hydraulic pump: Because the typical gasoline engine
power (from engine specifications) is 25.5 KW, the output
power from the hydraulic pump is the power from gasoline
engine multiply by the efficiency and suppose that typical
mechanical efficiency is 85% the output power is 25.5 × 0.85
=21.6 KW = 21600Nm / s.
To calculate the Typical Torque the following formula can be
used:
P=T×W
(9)
P= Power of the engine
W= Nominal rotational velocity
T= Typical Torque
T = (21600 Nm/ s) / (2 x π x 67 1 / s) = 51.48 Nm .
To supply Two Hydraulic Motor we have to choose Hydraulic
pump with 120 L/min , 51.48Nm . figure 4 shows the selected
Hydraulic pump[7].

N= 314 rpm
Now the velocity of the car can be calculated as :
N wheel =
= 157 rpm
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The results from these scops have be evaluated and the related
number due to the time have been released. figure 8 illustrates
the Hydraulic Motor angular speed according to the valve
spool position that shows in figure 9 and if we apply full spool
position we got 16.5 rad/sec which is equal to 157 rpm which
nearly the same calculated value .if the spool pushed to the
other direction the Hydraulic Motor rotate in opposite
direction .Figure 10 shows Hydraulic Pump flow rate needs to
drive the Two Motors while figure 11 shows the Hydraulic
Motor flow rate for forward and backward direction. Figure
12 shows the Hydraulic pump pressure and the overshoot
cancelled by using pressure relieve valve and the accumulator
keep the pressure constant.
Figure4 Hydraulic pump Hydromot HM3

3) To control the velocity of the motors the best control
system is to control the flow rate in the hydraulic system. The
flow rate can be controlled by Proportional Directional
Control Valve (PDCV) the selected Proportional valve shows
in figure 5 [8].

Figure 6 Simulated hydraulic system in AS5
Figure 5 Sauer Danfoss PDCV

V. DRIVE TRAIN SIMULATION AND RESULTS
This hydraulic system has been tested by Matlab/Simulink and
Automation Studio Software. figure 6 shows on drive train
side simulated using Automation Studio and the completed
system simulation shown in figure 7 using Matlab/Simulink.
The check out the results for the simulated system we put
several scope in some certain place to check the Velocity,
flow rate and position of the components.
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Figure 9 the PDCV spool position

Figure 7 Simulated hydraulic system in Matlab

Figure 10 flow rate from hydraulic pump

Figure 8 the angular speed of the Hydraulic Motor

Figure 11 flow rate to the Hydraulic Motor
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Figure 12 the Hydraulic pump pressure

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have designed and developed a drive train
system for our Robot (DORIS) to overcome the problems in
the Hydrostatic transmission drive train system .All the
calculations to choose the proper Pump ,Valves and Motors
that meets the required specifications achieved . The system
simulated using Matlab/Simulink and Automation Studio and
the results represent that the calculations values meets our
requirements.
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